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Abstract— Micro and nanorobots capable of controlled
propulsion at low Reynolds number are foreseen to change
many aspects of medicine by enabling targeted diagnosis
and therapy, and minimally invasive surgery. Several kinds
of helical swimmers with different heads actuated by a
rotating magnetic field have been proposed in prior works.
Beyond these proofs of concepts, this paper aims to study
behaviours of helical swimmers with different head and
magnetic positing adapted to low Reynolds number liquids.
For this, we designed an experimental setup and scaled-up
helical nanobelt swimmers with different heads and tail
coatings to compare their rotational propulsion characteristics. We found in this paper that the head shape of a helical
swimmer does not influence on the shape of the rotational
propulsion characteristics curve, but it influences on the
values of the cut-off frequency. The rotational propulsion
characteristics of helical swimmers with a magnetic head
or a magnetic tail are much different. The helical swimmer
with uniformly coated magnetic tail does not show a cut-off
frequency but a saturation of frequency.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Micro and nanorobots have a great impact in medicine. Microrobots can be used for the localized delivery
of chemical and biological substances, to remove material by mechanical means, to act as simple controllable
static structures or to transmit biological data from a
specific hard to reach location [1].
The medical context often implies that the micro
and nanorobots have to swim in fluid. However, at
the micro and nano scale, the fluid become extremely
viscous and the Reynolds number of the micro and
nanorobots dramatically lower. Purcell described two
swimming techniques which are suitable for swimming
at low Reynolds numbers [2], [3] : corkscrew type
rotating propulsion and oscillation of flagella. Micro
and nanoscale helical propellers are inspired by E. coli
bacteria. E.coli bacteria consist of a rod-shaped head
and a bundle of passive helical flagella. Flagella are
driven by a rotary motor to generate a corkscrew-like
motion [4].
Since more than ten years ago, researchers have
developed several different micro helical swimmers,
specially with different head shapes. The first helical
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Fig. 1: (a) The first helical type swimmer with a cubic
magnetic head [5]. (b) Artificial Bacterial Flagella with
a thin-square-plate soft magnetic head [6], [7]. (c) A
smaller helical swimmer with a spherical head [8]. (d)
Helical Nanobelt with a cylindrical tube head [9], [10].
(e) A polymer helical swimmer with a ”claw” shaped
holder head [11].

type swimming machine was proposed by Honda et
al. in 1996 [5], as shown in Fig. 1a. This swimming
machine was as large as a few millimetres, with a
strong permanent magnetic cubic head and a helical
tail made of copper filament. This device could be
driven wirelessly by an external rotating magnetic field.
The swimming performance tests were in low Reynold
number conditions. They predicted that this helical
type swimming machine with a length of 11.5 mm
could still be scaled down to micrometer-sized machine
[12]. Thanks to the recent development in micro and
nanotechnology, researchers of ETH Zurich fabricated
microscale helical swimmers in 2007, called ”Artificial
Bacterial Flagella” (ABF), by using a self-scrolling fabrication technique [13], [6], [14], [7]. The ABF consisted
of a helical tail made by GaAs/InGaAs and a thinsquare-plate (4.5 µm × 4.5 µm × 200 nm) soft magnetic

head on one end, as shown in Fig. 1b. The total length
of the ABF was approximately 50 µm and its thickness was approximately 30 nm. A group at Harvard
presented in 2009 even smaller helical swimmers with
a diameter of 200 nm and a length of 2 µm [8]. The
swimmers were made of glass (SiO2 ). The swimmers
have spherical heads. A permanent magnetic film was
evaporated onto one side of the swimmers, as shown in
Fig. 1c. Our group at ISIR showed that electro-osmosis
propulsion was more efficient than magnetically actuated propulsion [9], [10]. The propulsion achieved a
speed of 24 body lengths per second. The micro helical
swimmers we used, called ”Helical NanoBelt” (HNB),
had a cylindrical head and a helical tail. The total length
was about 70 µm. The entire surface was coated by a
10 nm thick Nickel layer. This surface-coated HNBs,
as shown in Fig. 1d, has a similar geometry to ABF,
but their entire surface can be functional to propulsion
in comparison to the ABF‘s soft magnetic head as the
only functional part and the tail as a passive part. More
recently, the ETH group presented a helical swimmer
with a ”claw” shaped holder attached to a polymer
helical tail, as shown in Fig. 1e [11]. This holder was
used to transport micro objects.
So far, several different heads for helical swimmers
have appeared. However their influence on propulsion
has not been shown yet. Moreover, the difference between the propulsion behaviours of helical swimmers
with a magnetic head or with a magnetic tail has not
been clarified. We started by studying the rotational
propulsion characteristics of different helical swimmers
in this paper. We first proposed to fabricate scaled-up
helical swimmers with different head shapes to compare their rotational propulsion characteristics. Then,
the rotational propulsion characteristics between helical
swimmers with magnetic heads and those with magnetic tails were compared. Two methods were used to
make a magnetic tail. One method consists in covering
the helical tail with small magnets, the other one in
uniformly coating the helical tail in magnetic material.
Later the rotational propulsion characteristics between
the two kinds of magnetic tails were compared.
Section II introduces the different types of scaledup helical nanobelt, viscous liquids used in the paper
and the magnetic actuating system. Section III presents
the modelling of the helical swimmers motion with
a magnetic head or with a magnetic tail. Section IV
describes the rotational propulsion characteristics of
different helical swimmers.
II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Scaled-up helical swimmers with different heads
The swimming behaviour of microscale helical swimmers has not been clearly defined mainly due to the
limited observation tools. Moreover, the micro fabrication process for self-rolling HNBs usually takes long.
Making different head shapes and different geometries

Fig. 2: The Scaled-up helical nanobelts of 10 cm length
(SHN10s) with different heads : (a) SHN10-none : with
no head. (b) SHN10-cylinder : with a cylindrical head.
(c) SHN10-sphere : with a spherical head. (d) SHN10square : with a square head. (e) SHN10-magSquare :
with a magnetic square head.

Fig. 3: The Scaled-up helical nanobelts of 2 cm length
(SHN2s) with cylinder head.

is a challenge for micro-fabrication. That is why Scaledup Helical Nanobelts (SHNs) are designed. Two scales
of SHNs were made : SHN10s and SHN2s.
1) SHN10s: SHN10s are made of polymer by a rapid prototyping method. The length of SHN10s are
about 10 cm. The geometry is scaled up proportionally except for the thickness, because the minimal
thickness of the fabrication is limited. The following
two categories of SHN10 were made. The category
named SHN10-magTail includes SHN10s with their
first pitch (i.e. a 1-full-turn portion of the helix) covered
with NdFeB permanent magnets (5 mm × 1.5 mm ×
1 mm), since as described in [15], the SHN10s with
one magnetic pitch are more advantageous than those
with full magnetic pitch. In this category, SHN10s
have different head shapes : without a head, with a
cylindrical head, spherical head and square head, as
shown in Fig. 2. The heads are not magnetic. They are
named SHN10-none, SHN10-cylinder, SHN10-sphere
and SHN10-square. The other category, named SHN10magHead, includes one SHN10-magSquare with a
square head covered by 4 rectangular NdFeB magnets
(5 mm × 4 mm × 1 mm) on the two sides. The whole tail
of this SHN10-magSquare is non-magnetic.
2) SHN2s: SHN2s are made from titanium. They
were made by i.materialise (3D printing company). They

TABLE I: Specifications of the HNB and the SHNs [9].
Parameters
Diameter
Thickness
Pitch
Width
Length
Nb of turns
Weight

Magnetic material
Magnetic layer

HNB
2.1 µm
27.2 nm
14 µm
2.5 µm
62 µm
–

Nickel
30 nm

SHN10
6 mm
1 mm
20 mm
7.2 mm
97.2 mm
4.5
(a) 2.08 g
(b) 1.75 g
(c) 2.63 g
(d) 1.85 g
(e) 1.33 g
NdFeB
1 mm

SHN2
1.2 mm
0.2 mm
4 mm
1.44 mm
17.8 mm
(a) 0.04 g
(b) 0.05 g

Nickel
20 − 50 µm

are coated by ferromagnetic material : nickel. The
length of SHN2s is about 2 cm. SHN2s are designed
smaller in order to make the coating process easier.
For the thick layer coating, electroplating was used.
The titanium models were placed onto the negative
electrodes and the positive electrode was placed near
the models. These were immersed in a nickel bath with
the application of electric potential between the two
electrodes. The deposition rate was calibrated onto the
dummy silicon surface coated with titanium layer. The
end of the helical tail is used to make an electric contact
during the electrolytic deposition process, thus the last
pitch of SHN2 is not coated. Table I summarizes the
specifications of the two scales of SHNs.
B. Swimming at low Reynolds number
The Reynolds number is a dimensionless quantity,
which is defined as the ratio of the inertial forces (fin )
to the viscous forces (fv ) by Osborne Reynolds about a
hundred years ago [16]. So when the Reynolds number
is far below 1, the viscous forces dominate the inertial
forces. The Reynolds number can be expressed as a
function of the object velocity (v), the object characteristic size (L), the fluid density (ρ) and the fluid dynamic
viscosity (µ) :
Re =

ρvL
µ

(1)

Swimming performances of microscale swimmers are
largely limited due to the low Reynolds dynamics [17].
To emulate at an upper-scale the environment of
microscale robots swimming at low Reynolds numbers,
one can use more viscous liquid. In the following
experiments, the viscous liquids used are glycerol solutions with different concentrations. Their viscosities
are measured by a falling ball viscometer (Brookfield
KF10). The viscosity of glycerol is sensitive to environmental temperature. The measured experimental
temperature is about 23 ◦ C. Table II summarizes the
measured viscosities of glycerol solutions used and the
calculated Re at which the two sizes of SHNs swim
in the experiments. In this paper, only the rotational
propulsion characteristics were studied. In order to

Fig. 4: Photo of the experimental setup. A SHN10 with
a magnetic square head inside a transparent tube is
placed before a rotating magnet manipulator.
calculated the Re, we assume the translational velocity
was 1 pitch per second. The object characteristic size
was considered as the thickness of the SHNs.
TABLE II: Measured viscosity of different glycerol solution and calculated Re at which SHN10s and SHN2
swim in the experiments.
% of Glycerol
30%
60%
70%
80%
85%
90%

viscosity
( mPa · s)
3.2
16.1
32.4
66.5
124.6
260.0

density
( g/m3 )
1.09
1.17
1.19
1.21
1.22
1.23

Re(SHN10) Re(SHN2)
–
1.45
0.73
0.36
0.20
0.09

0.54
0.11
0.06
0.03
–
0.008

C. Experimental setup
Researchers utilized orthogonal arrangements of
electromagnetic coil pairs to generate rotating uniform
magnetic fields at the center of the system’s workspace
to propel the helical swimmers [7], [8]. However, these
coil pairs are difficult to be scaled up [17]. Moreover,
the energy efficiency largely decreases when we scaled
them up. Instead of the coil pairs, a rotating permanent
magnet allows to control our scaled-up models wirelessly [18], [19]. The magnet used in the experiments
is cylindrical, 60 mm in length and 15 mm in diameter,
mounted on a Maxon DC motor. The rotation frequency
of the motor is controlled. The chosen configuration of
the magnetic actuation is lateral. In this configuration,
the SHNs can be more proximate to the magnet thus
we can use smaller magnetic field. Later, the rotating
magnetic field can be combined with a translational
movement by linear stage. The SHNs are placed 25 mm
away from the axis of the magnet. The magnetic field
strength around the magnetic part of the SHNs is about
30 mT.
The camera used in the experiments was a PIKE
F032C firewire camera. In the experiments, the rotations of the SHNs are recorded by the camera. The

rotation frequency of the SHN is calculated off-line by
the time that a SHN takes to rotate one turn. The frame
rate used is 50 frames per second. The maximal rotation
frequency measured in the experiments is about 20 Hz.
The rotation frequency error is estimated at about 2%.
III. M ODELLING
The helical swimmers are actuated by a rotating
magnetic field. All magnetized objects within an externally imposed magnetic field will have both forces
−
→
and torques exerted on them. Magnetic forces (fm ) are
→
−
proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field (5 B )
in the neighbourhood of the magnetized object, and act
to move the object to local maxima. Magnetic torques
→
−
(−
τ→
m ) are proportional to the magnetic field ( B ) and act
−
→
to align the internal magnetization of an object (M )
with the field. We suppose that the magnetization of
the object is uniform. The equations that express the
interactions are as follows [20] :
−
→
−
→
→
−
fm = Vm (M · 5) B
−
→ →
−
−
τ→
m = Vm M × B

−
→ →
− →
around the x axis is zero (i.e. (M × B ) · −
ux = 0) at
the initial position. After the magnet manipulator turns
45◦ , the magnetic field near the head position of the
SHN10-magSquare turns at an angle around the x axis,
as shown in Fig. 6d. If the SHN10-magSquare stays in
its initial position, it will be subject to a magnetic torque
−
→ →
− →
around the x axis (i.e. (M × B ) · −
ux 6= 0). Thus, the
SHN10-magSquare will follow the magnetic field. The
magnetic field near the head position of the SHN10magSquare projected on the plane yoz rotates a whole
turn around the x axis, if the magnet manipulator
rotates one turn. As a result, the SHN10-magSquare
rotates around the x axis by the action of the rotating
magnetic field.
B. Modelling of the helical swimmer with magnetic tail

(2)
(3)

where Vm is the volume of the magnetized object. An
applied magnetic field at the location of the magnetized
object transduces into torque and the spatial magnetic
gradient transduces into applied force.
A. Modelling of the helical swimmer with square magnetic
head
Fig. 7: The deformation simulation of a helical swimmer with a magnetic tail exerted a volumetric torque
around its axis with one end fixed.

Fig. 5: (a) The magnetization (M) direction of the
SHN10-magSquare is along the longer edge of the
rectangular magnet on its head. (b) The helical swimmer with a magnetic tail (e.g. SHN10-none) has two
directions of magnetization. M1 which is perpendicular
to the x axis contributes to propulsion. M2 causes the
swimmer to wobble.
We first model the SHN10-magSquare with a square
magnetic head. The SHN10-magSquare is put before
the rotating magnet manipulator, along the x axis. The
magnetization (M) direction of the SHN10-magSquare
is along the longer edge of the rectangular magnet on
its head, as shown in Fig. 5a. The initial position of the
magnet manipulator is along the x axis, as shown in
Fig. 6a, b and c. The magnetic field generated by the
rotating permanent magnet manipulator is simulated
by Comsol. The red arrows represent the magnetic
field. According to Equation 3, the magnetic torque

The swimmers with helical magnetic tail have two
directions of magnetization. One is perpendicular to
their axis (M1), the other one is along their axis (M2),
as shown in Fig. 5b. M1 contributes to propelling itself.
A volumetric magnetic torque exerts on the helical
swimmer with a magnetic tail around the x axis, according to Equation (3). A deformation of the SHN10none exerted a torque around its axis with one end
fixed is simulated and presented by Fig. 7. The applied
torque is volumetric. The displacement along the x axis
is blocked. The red arrows represent the displacements
of the points at the end of the arrows. The helical
swimmer is twisted. If, instead of being fixed, the head
was free, the swimmer would then rotate. M2 causes
the swimmer to wobble.
IV. R OTATIONAL PROPULSION CHARACTERISTICS
A. Head influence on rotational propulsion characteristics
In this section, we designed a series of experiments to
show the influence of head shapes on rotational propulsion characteristics of helical swimmers. The SHN10magTails (SHN10s with their first pitches magnetic)

Fig. 6: (a), (b) and (c) The red arrows represent respectively the magnetic field generated by rotating magnet
manipulator around the magnetic head at initial position (0◦ configuration) in the plane xoz, xoy and yoz. The
black arrows represent the magnetization of magnetic head. (e), (f), and (d) represent respectively (a), (b), and
(c) with the rotating magnet in a 45◦ configuration.

with four different head shapes : SHN10-none (with
no head), SHN10-cylinder, SHN10-sphere and SHN10square, are tested in the following experiments.
A SHN10-none showed a cut-off frequency with a
brutal stop, which was described in [15]. The SHN10none rotated synchronously with the rotating magnetic
manipulator until a maximal rotation frequency, which
was defined as a cut-off frequency. Beyond this cutoff frequency, the SHN10-none lost its synchronization
with the rotating field, suddenly stopped rotating. The
rotational propulsion characteristics of SHN10-none
at different Re are depicted by Fig. 8a. The helical
swimmers have to overcome the rotational fluidic drag
torque, which depends on the viscosity of the liquid
and rotation frequency. Beyond the cut-off frequency,
the magnetic manipulator can no longer provide enough torque to overcome the fluidic drag torque. The
more viscous the liquid is, the bigger the fluidic drag
torque is. Thus, the cut-off frequency decreases with
the Re.
The SHN10-cylinder, SHN10-sphere and SHN10square showed the similar shapes of the rotational
propulsion characteristics curves to that of the SHN10none (as shown in Fig. 8a) : synchronization with the
rotating field and brutal stop. Fig. 9 summarizes the
values of the cut-off frequency of the helical swimmers with magnetic tail and with different heads in
function of Re. The SHN10-none have the biggest cutoff frequency values, because the SHN10-none do not
have a head to create additional fluidic drag torque.
The square head created more drag torque than the
spherical and cylindrical heads.
In conclusion, the head shape of a helical swimmer
does not influence on the shape of the rotational propulsion characteristics curve, but it influences on the
values of the cut-off frequency.

Fig. 9: The maximal rotation frequency of the helical
swimmers with magnetic tail and with different heads
in function of Re.

B. Magnetic positioning influence on rotational propulsion
characteristics
The following experiments are designed in order
to compare the rotational propulsion characteristics
between a helical swimmer with a magnetic tail and
a helical swimmer with a magnetic head. Only a
helical swimmer with a square plate head (SHN10magSquare) was used, because it was not easy to cover
the spherical and cylindrical head with magnets.
The SHN10-magSquare showed different rotational
propulsion characteristics from the SHN10s with magnetic tails. Fig. 8b presents the rotational propulsion
characteristics of SHN10-magSquare at different Re.
The rotation frequency of SHN10-magSquare increased
linearly with the rotation frequency of the rotating
magnetic field at first. The rotation frequency of the
SHN10-magSquare reached a maximum and then decreased if the rotation frequency of the magnetic field
increased further. The SHN10-magSquare showed a

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8: (a) The rotation of the SHN10-none was synchronized with the rotating field and showed a cut-off frequency
with a brutal stop. (b) The rotation of SHN10-magSquare was not synchronized with the rotating field and showed
a cut-off frequency with a gentle decline. (c) The SHN2-cylinder showed a saturation of frequency.

cut-off frequency with a gentle decline. After the cut-off
frequency, the decrease of the rotation frequency was
not regular. At Re = 0.09 and Re = 0.20, the decrease
was monotone and almost linear. At Re = 0.36 and
Re = 0.73, the decrease was not stable. Some rebounds
existed, but the overall trend was that the rotation
frequency decreased towards zero.
The helical swimmers with magnetic heads have different rotational propulsion characteristics than those
of the helical swimmers with magnetic tails. We discuss here the reason which causes this difference. The
magnetization direction of the SHN10-none with magnetic tail, which contributes to propelling itself by
following the rotating magnetic field, is perpendicular
to its axis (M1 in Fig. 5). We defined each possible
magnetization direction of the helical swimmer which
contributes to propulsion as a magnetization phase.
The SHN10-none has several magnetization phases,
because its first pitch is covered by 17 magnets. On
the opposite, the SHN10-magSquare with a magnetic
head has just one magnetization phase, which is in
the plane of the magnetic square plate. We presume
that this number of magnetization phases influences
the rotational propulsion characteristics of the helical
swimmer.
C. Magnetization phase influence on rotational propulsion
characteristics
In order to validate the presumption that rotational
propulsion characteristics are influenced by the number
of magnetization phases, the following experiments are
designed.
The SHN2-cylinder with its helical tail uniformly
coated by magnetic materials has much more magnetization phases than the SHN10-none, because the
magnetic layer of the later is not continuous. Since
the SHN2-cylinder is uniformly coated, its number of
magnetization phases is considered as nearing infinity.

The rotational propulsion characteristics of the SHN2cylinder at different Re is shown in Fig. 8c. The rotational propulsion characteristics curve of SHN2-cylinder
is different from that of the SHN10s with magnetic
tails and SHN10-magSquare. The rotation frequency of
the SHN2-cylinder rotated in sync with the rotating
magnetic field at the beginning, then the increase rate
decreased, and finally the rotation frequency stabilized
at a value witch was slightly smaller than its maximum.
This value is called as the saturation of frequency of
the SHN2-cylinder. The increase step and the saturation
frequency of the SHN2-cylinder depend strongly on the
Reynolds number. At relatively high Re (Re = 0.54),
the rotation frequency of the SHN2-cylinder increased
continuously, and the saturation frequency was not
reached before 25 Hz. At relatively low Re (Re = 0.008),
the saturation frequency was reached before 1 Hz. The
increase step was not shown.
In conclusion, the number of magnetization phases
does influence the rotational propulsion characteristics
of the helical swimmers . The rotational propulsion
characteristics of the three different helical swimmers
with different magnetization phases are different. The
SHN10-magSquare with 1 magnetization phase showed a cut-off frequency with a gentle decline towards
zero. The SHN10s with magnetic tails with several
magnetization phases rotated in sync with the rotating
field. However, after it lost the synchronization with
the rotating field, it showed a brutal stop. The SHN2cylinder with a magnetic tail uniformly coated having
infinity magnetization phases showed a saturation of
frequency. The rotation frequency increased with the
rotating field, then the increase rate decreased and
the rotation frequency stabilized at a value slightly
smaller than its maximal rotation frequency. This stable
value of rotation frequency is called the saturation of
frequency.

TABLE III: Summary of the rotational propulsion characteristics of different helical swimmers.
Model
SHN10-magSquare
SHN10-none
SHN10-cylinder
SHN10-sphere
SHN10-square
SHN2-cylinder

Magnetic Number
of
part
magnetization
phases
head
1
tail
several
tail
several
tail
several
tail
several
tail
infinite

Rotational
propulsion
characteristics
cut-off gentle
cut-off brutal
cut-off brutal
cut-off brutal
cut-off brutal
saturation

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed to study the head shapes
and magnetic positioning influences on the rotational
propulsion characteristics of the helical swimmers with
scaled-up experimental system.
Helical swimmers with their tails covered by small
magnets showed a cut-off frequency with brutal stop,
whatever the head shapes they had. The helical swimmer without a head had the highest value of cutoff frequency, because it had no head to create additional drag torque. The square head created more
drag torque than the spherical and cylindrical heads.
The head shape does not influence on the rotational
propulsion characteristics curve, but on the values of
cut-off frequency. A helical swimmer with a magnetic square head showed a cut-off frequency with a
gentle decline. A helical swimmer with its helical tail
uniformly coated by ferromagnetic material showed a
saturation of frequency. Its rotation frequency increased
synchronously with the rotating magnetic field, then it
stabilized at a value slightly smaller than its maximum.
The difference of the three types of rotational propulsion characteristics is caused by the different number
the magnetization phases. The magnetization phase is
defined as a possible magnetization direction of the
helical swimmer which contributes to propulsion. Table
III summarizes the number of magnetization phases
and the rotational propulsion characteristics of different
helical swimmers appeared in this paper.
We expect that a microswimmer with a uniformly
coated helical magnetic tail will show a saturation of
frequency. In this case, the swimming performances
will not decrease after the cut-off frequency. The characterization of the propulsion behaviors of the microswimmers with uniformly coated ferromagnetic helical
tails will be validated in future works.
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